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Abstract: The demand for highly decentralized control in factory automation is based on the current
needs for flexibility and scalability in the production and assembly in product lines. On one hand,
intelligent manufacturing systems, presenting holonic and multi-agent based approaches address these
needs, providing the necessary decentralization in the manufacturing control. On the other hand,
flexibility and scalability are also related to the disposition of the sensors and actuators devices in the
factories, and how easily they can be displaced, introduced and reorganized. This second aspect is
addressed by diminishing the needs for cabling to connect these devices, which is possible by using
wireless connections instead. This paper explores these two aspects, by studying a flexible product line
able to assemble different types of products in a production line by means of a multi-agent approach that
drives the products through production units composed of a wireless sensor and actuator network,
according to the specification of the products to be assembled. The feasibility of this approach is studied
in the performed experiments by assessing timing properties of the proposed technique. This implies in
how efficient is the combination of the multi-agent based factory control system with a wireless
communication infrastructure in terms of timing.
Keywords: Intelligent Manufacturing System, Multi-agent System, Wireless Sensor and Actuator
Network, Holonic Manufacturing System, Distributed Control.


1. INTRODUCTION
Two important current concerns in factory environments are
flexibility and scaling, Zampieri (2008). The first refers to the
ability to change the product line to assemble new products,
or to change the way products are assembled, and the second
is related to the overall capacity of the industrial plant. While
the first is affected by the logical organization of the factory
(e.g. which productions units should be used in the assembly
of a given product), the second goes beyond and may require
changes in the physical layout, with addition of new
production units. Depending on the new products, additional
units may be also required to address the first concern.
Distributed control systems are highly desirable in
manufacturing systems because they provide flexibility
besides other advantages such as increased system
robustness, redundancy, and workload balancing, Zampieri
(2008). Moreover, distributed solutions are more reliable than
centralized systems, which may present a single point of
failure and are vulnerable to be overloaded Koptz (1997).
Scaling involves the additional devices to be installed in the
factory which may require physical and logical

reorganization of the entire product line. These devices must
be connected via communication channels either to be
controlled by a central control unit (in the case of centralized
systems) or to organize themselves in order to perform their
tasks (in the case of a decentralized systems). Formerly, these
connections were provided by cables which made it difficult
to change the factory layout because of the need for
production suspensions during long periods and thus,
incurring in high costs due to the production outage.
In light of these concerns, different solutions can be
proposed. Many intelligent manufacturing systems proposals
rely on multi-agent approaches to provide distributed control
in product lines, Leitão (2009). There are several benefits in
using multi-agents such as the inherent data and control
distribution, ability to make heterogeneous devices to
cooperate, independent data processing, among others,
Wooldridge (2002). To address the problems related to
scaling, especially in the addition of new devices and
reorganization of the factory layout, wireless connections
among the different production units are highly
recommended, Liu and Goldsmith (2005). The use of
wireless connections avoids the need for cabling to connect
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devices, making the task of changing their positions inside an
industrial environment much easier as well as the insertion on
demand of new devices in the network.
Despite the benefits of these approaches to address the
specific problems mentioned above, the combination of both
in a unified solution may present challenges to make the
whole system operational. An important issue in this context
is related to the real-time properties of the sensing-controlactuation sequence. In a distributed controlled factory
environment driven by multi-agents and interconnected by
wireless links, delays in the communication or the migration
of the agents among devices may cause system stability.
This paper focuses in a study of how feasible is to meet
timing requirements in an intelligent factory system by the
combination of multi-agent control systems with wireless
infrastructure, particularly exploring the agent migration
technique. Migration is a powerful technique in multi agent
system (MAS) that allows software agents to start their
processes in a given node and finish it in another one, Chess
et al (1995). However, migration over wireless connection
links may incur in timing disturbances such as delays and
jitter, which may negatively affect control systems. This is an
important concern that is highlighted in the presented
experiments.

of the coordinator processing power because it can be
overloaded in a dense wireless network.
In a decentralized network system it is expected that
applications and networks have some key features such as
self-organization and scalability, in which nodes have to be
able to organize themselves independently. To perform selforganization, the developer must provide the capability of
automatic addresses and ports distribution for the system, for
instance. When it comes to scalability, the network should
also be able to communicate with devices that were not
previously planned to make part of it, by using a compliant
standard interface. Moreover, as the computing effort is
distributed, the deployment of additional nodes does not
affect the whole system performance because it is not
dependent of a central node as it happens in the centralized
alternative. Figure 1 depicts a typical distributed wireless
industrial communication system in which different kinds of
sensor nodes are sensing and collecting physical data. These
nodes are able to process this information and transmit them
for different nodes responsible for the execution of the
control loop. This capability of processing the acquired data
makes this type of node more “intelligent” if compared with
the sensor nodes typically used in centralized networks,
which just sense and send raw data to the coordinator. Due to
this capability they are usually called “smart sensors”.

The reminding of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the proposal in combining the multi-agent factory
control and the wirelessly connected sensors and actuators
infrastructure. Section 3 presents a case study of an industrial
plant implementing an intelligent manufacturing production
line. Section 4 presents the implementation and experimental
results. Section 5 describes related works in the area while
Section 6 concludes the paper providing directions for future
works.
2. A PROPOSAL TO COMBINE MULTI-AGENTS AND
WSAN
The multi-agent support for the industrial scenario considered
in this work is inspired on the application of MAS in a
canonical wireless sensor network application, targeting
tracking, Tseng et al (2003), more specifically in the work
presented in Freitas et al (2011). In the tracking target
application modelled on that work, once an object is detected
in the range of one sensor in the network, a mobile software
agent is deployed and it migrates from one sensor to another,
following the path traversed by the object. Along the way, the
agent draws the path informing it to a control station.
Similarly to the object tracking idea, once a product starts its
production, a software agent does also start running in the
current processing/production unit, following the product
through the units until the product is ready.
Industrial wireless communication systems can be centralized
or distributed depending on their characteristics and desired
network control. A centralized network is characterized by
the existence of a central node responsible for managing tasks
and network services, usually called the coordinator. These
networks have the disadvantage of being dependent on the
coordinator and problems may arise if this node fails. The
number of nodes in a centralized network is very dependent

Fig. 1. Distributed wireless communication in an industrial
environment, Sensicast (2011).
In an industrial environment in which different products are
processed in the same product line, the distributed sensing
alternative corroborate to the local interactions of
processing/production units in order to provide the necessary
support to correctly process each product. However, another
important
factor
is
the
configuration
of
the
processing/production units themselves, which varies
depending on the product to be processed by them. Observing
this scenario, a multi-agent approach can help supporting the
needed configuration.
Agents carrying the information about how the products have
to be handled by each processing/production unit can follow
the products during their movement in the production line
configuring the machines during the production and assembly
process. To perform this task, the agents can exchange
information with other agents about parts being produced in
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other units and those responsible by the production of other
products to combine parts or to decide the way a product
should take, avoiding jamming, among other possible actions.
The usage of such multi-agent approach can provide the
needed decentralized control of the processing/production
units (actuators and the sensors) that keep track of the
production in the production line and the way they are
processed. This alternative solution reduces the
communication overhead as there is no need for a central
node collecting data from the sensors and sending control
messages to all actuator units. It also avoids the need for a
preprogrammed control for the whole factory beforehand,
which is highly desirable as it provides flexibility to the
factory to produce any product at any time without the need
to stop the production line to be reprogrammed.
3. A CASE STUDY - INTELLIGENT MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION LINE
The industrial scenario studied in this work is a factory in
which the main goal is to assemble different types of
products, members of a product line which differ by
accessories, and finishing, depending on the specificities of a
given product. Starting from a common substrate for the
product line, the products are differently handled by different
production/processing units according to their specifications.
A practical example of such product line can be found in
vehicular industry. Car models of a given class may vary
depending on number and quality of the accessories that are
assembled to a specific model, as well as parts that have to be
trimmed differently to comply with specifications. In this
type of industry, it is desirable that new products can be
introduced into the production without stopping the line. The
factory adaptation to provide new outcomes has to be
performed so that it continues to be able to deliver the
products that were being delivered so far. One way to provide
such behaviour to a production line is to attach the
specifications close to the product that is been manufactured
so that it is recognized by the assembly units while it passes
through them. This is done by the actuators performing the
actions according to the specifications. Similarly, some
products will take different paths through the factory, being
processed by the different units according to the
specifications. Information about the previous and the next
unit that the product passed or will pass is transmitted
through the processing units in order to ease next stages,
especially when parts have to be merged, follow independent
paths inside the plant. For example, this is the case in which
there are parts that have to be trimmed in a certain way to fit
each other when merged, and in which the production line is
supposed to produce different types of products. In this case
there is no way to know beforehand how this process should
be done. These situations require a distributed control system
in which the different production units and the products
interact during the production to establish what should be
done in each stage.
In this intelligent factory production line, a wireless sensors
and actuators network (WSAN) track and interact with the
products while they are being produced to determine what
has to be done. Once the product starts its way through the
production line, a software agent starts running in the first

production unit. This agent carries information about the
product specification, describing what has to be done in each
stage of the production line to deliver that specific product.
When the current stage finishes a production process, the
agent follows the product to the next stage and so on. During
this movement, the software agent migrates from one
production unit to another, providing the specification and
driving the unit with specific commands to provide the
desired result on the final product. After the agent finishes its
task in a certain unit, it migrates to the next one to be visited
by the product. The great benefit of this approach lies is the
fact the entire factory does not need to be previously
programmed because it is programmed “on the fly” while the
different products are being produced.
When different parts have to be merged, and the processing
result of one part affects what is being done in another part,
the agent migrates to the unit responsible by the processing of
this other part and performs the appropriate actions to
guarantee that the two parts will fit each other. This is the
case in which an addition of an accessory in a given stage of
production requires a specific trimming to fit that accessory
in another part in the next production stage, for instance.
As the different units are wirelessly connected, the insertion
of a new processing/production unit or the reorganization of
the internal factory layout would not compromise the
production and could be easily and quickly performed. No
cabling would have to be fixed and the production would be
resumed in a short time.
Despite the benefits of this approach as mentioned above,
some actions in a given production unit may affect other
actions that are being performed or those to be performed in
other production units. As the whole system is runtime
programmed by the agents that migrate from one production
unit to another, and as the products move through the units,
they are not supposed to wait in a queue, but to be ready for
processing when they arrive at a production unit. To make it
feasible, timing requirements are extremely important so that
there is no risk to create bottlenecks that could compromise
the whole chain that could even collapse. Moreover, timing
requirements are also extremely important in the interaction
between two production units through the wireless link so
that a specific task can be performed satisfactorily.
We start with the observation of the specific example in
which a part to be assembled in a product has to be trimmed
in a specific way to fit the product. In such decentralized
controlled factory, an agent controlling a process in a unit
may have to migrate (or to send a clone of itself) to another
unit to control the trimming of the other part, while still
reading and sending commands to the first unit. Thus, two
timing requirements have to be considered: 1) the overhead
associated to the software agent migration as one production
unit should not stop for long periods to wait for commands to
process a specific part, and 2) the commands transmitted
from one agent to another processing unit has to be timely
compliant with the control loop that drives an actuator.
For the second concern, a robotic arm used in the trimming
task is considered, which uses a closed control loop, Lages
(2008). The robot is able to move and it has a differential
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drive that can be described by state space model described in
Lages (2008) and Allgayer et al (2011).
4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
4.1 Implementation and Deployment
For the implementation of the presented case study, the
SunSPOT platform, Sun (2010), is used to represent the
processing/production units and the mobile platform attached
to the product that carries the software agent that controls the
production. This makes possible to evaluate the timing
overhead to perform agent migration over a wireless link.
The agents were implemented using the Agent Factory Micro
Edition (AFME) framework, Muldoon et al (2006). AFME is
a low scale agent framework, which was developed to enable
the creation of planned agents for mobile devices and
resource constrained devices. It is designed to handle the
Constrained Limited Device Configuration (CLDC)/Mobile
Information Device Profile (MIDP) subset of the Java Micro
Edition (J2ME) specification. AFME is based on Agent
Factory, a large framework for multi-agent systems
deployment. The framework is complaint with Foundation
for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) specification enabling
its interoperability with other FIPA-compliant environments.
AFME uses a rule-based concept similar to expert systems,
Giarratano and Riley (1989), to represent the agents’
behaviors and maintain a reduced set of meta-information
about itself and its surrounding environment as the agents’
belief. Rules’ operations over the belief set determine the
agent commitments which finally provide the actions for the
agents to perform tasks such as exchange of messages and
migration.
The basic AFME infrastructure to run agents in a node is
summarily composed of a class implementing the interface
Platform and an instance of the BasicRunnable class
from the AFME API. The first provides the basic
functionalities to the agents that are hosted in a node, while
the second provides the basic functionalities to execute an
agent, updating its status and driving the agent’s control
process according to its rules in order to select the
appropriate actions to be performed. In fact, each agent
running in a node is represented by an instance of the class
BasicRunnable. The MAS implementation within mobile
agents using AFME requires the basic infrastructure
mentioned above and a class implementing the interface
MigrationPlatform. This interface defines the
necessary primitives to move agents from one node to
another, as well as to receive mobile agents from other nodes.
The setup for the migration test is composed of two
SunSPOT nodes one meter apart from each other, a
reasonable distance in the industrial context considered in
this work. Both nodes have the previously mentioned AFME
platform support and a resident agent running on top of this
platform. Besides this software, one of the nodes has also an
additional agent which is the mobile agent that will migrate
to the other node.

behavior (system output or the result of the actuator trimming
a part of a product, for instance) given an input for the next
position of the center of mass. The block diagram of the
controlled mobile robot system based on (1) is presented in
Figure 3. The 100 ms period is considered.

Fig. 2. Block diagram for robot simulation.
The robot system is separated in two distinct nodes: the robot
node, executing the actuation on the product, and reference,
providing the desired behavior to be compared to the result
acquired by the robot. In order to diminish the overhead in
the transmission and reception of control messages, a light
weight version of RMI (Remote Invocation Method) called
mRMI, Allgayer et al (2011), was created to perform this part
of the test.
In this simulated system, the reference to the robot is given
by:
( )
( )

{

(

(

)

)
(

(1)
)

The initial point of robot trajectory is y(t) = (0; 0; 0)T.
4.2 Results and Discussion
The agent migration tests evaluated the delay in the agent
transmission in which it is possible to separate the associate
cost due to the transmission of the agent only, and the agent
plus the control messages exchanged by the two
communicating nodes to execute the migration. Moreover, in
order to better analyse the migration, the cost in terms of
number of transmitted bytes is also assessed. Table 1 presents
the results (elapsed time to perform the agent migration),
while Table 2 presents the number of bytes exchanged during
communication between the two nodes.

The robot model described by (1) was simulated on the
SunSPOT platform and aims to reflect the front of the robot
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Table 1. Elapsed Time to Perform an Agent Migration
Measurement

considering

Agent Transmission Only
Agent Transmission plus
Control Messages
_

Elapsed Time (s)
1.000357
1.000658
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Table 2. Overhead Associated to an Agent Migration
Overall Size of the
Packet Frames
(Bytes)
Measurement
considering
Agent
Transmission
Only
Agent
Transmission
plus Control
Messages

Payload
(Bytes)

SN

RN

Total

SN

RN

Total

3378

165

3543

2619

0

2619

3454

235

3689

2639

14

2653

* SN: Sender node; RN: Receiver node

(a) Reference signal

By the observation of the results presented in Table 1, it is
clear that there is almost no difference between the time due
to the transmission of the agent and the total elapsed time
(transmission of the agent plus the control messages), both
being close to 1 second. Considering the migration of an
agent to configure the machines in a production/processing
unit, this time does not present potential to harm the
progression of the product in the product line. Additionally,
observing the results presented in Table 2, it is possible to
state that the number of bytes exchanged between the two
nodes due to the control messages does not represent a great
overhead compared to the total number of bytes needed to
migrate an agent, which can be seen as a positive result.
In relation to the mobile robotic arm control, Figures 3a and
3b respectively present the reference movement and the
output provided by the implemented distributed control.
Table 3 presents the statistical results for the acquired output
considering 200 samples.

Fig. 3. Distributed control of the robotic arm.

Comparing Figures 3a and 3b one can observe that the
distributed control is not able to precisely follow the defined
reference trajectory. The results presented in Table 3 are used
to explain this control inability. Despite the fact that
measurements are close to the goal in average (around 10%
more than the target value) the standard deviation is
significant, with the value of 27.153 ms. This means that the
jitter introduced by the wireless communication between the
two nodes is high, resulting in the instability of the output
presented in Figure 3b.

Agile manufacturing systems were developed on 90’s and
2000’s years to deal with flexibility, fast deployment and
easier configuration of the assembly systems. However, this
term comprehends a set of research topics and it serves as a
reference for several manufacturing paradigms, such as the
Bionic Manufacturing Systems (BMS), by Ueda, 1992, and
others; the Holonic Manufacturing Systems (HMS), by Van
Brussel et. al., 1998, the Reconfigurable Manufacturing
Systems (RMS), by Koren et. al., 1999, and the Evolvable
Assembly/Production Systems (EAS/EPS), by Onori, 2002.

Table 3. Statistical results of the robotic arm control

The goal of an agile system goes beyond flexibility and rapid
configuration as it implies the capability to adapt the system
to small and larger changes alike, IDEAS Project, 2010. The
goal is to have a fully functional assembly system, without
any further programmable effort.

Parameter
Period
Minimum
Median
Maximum
Mean
Standard Deviation

Measurment
0.100000s
0.057000s
0.110000s
0.180000s
0.113744s
0.027153s

(b) Output signal

5. RELATED WORK

To achieve this, some authors have proposed several
directions: Leitão and Restivo, 2006, propose ADACOR, a
holonic architecture for manufacturing control that tries to
balance between a centralized and a decentralized structure;
Ribeiro et. al., 2012, proposes the IADE, a multi-agent
environment for flexible production machines that enable the
production of several kinds of products simultaneously.
Our proposal has the same direction as IADE, by using a
multi-agent system towards a flexible production line.
However, besides the concepts of multi-agent systems used in
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IADE we also explore the agent migration to provide a fully
decentralized and ad-hoc configuration on top of a wireless
network infrastructure that links the machines, advancing
their proposed approach. Distributed control using wireless
links is challenging by itself, as reported in several other
works, such as Tanaka et al 2012 and Mohammadi et al 2012.
Proposing a distributed control on top of a wireless
infrastructure with a mobile multi-agent approach as it is
done in our work represents one step further in this challenge.
However, as it is shown by the results, it is possible to take
advantage of the benefits of the multi-agents to address the
control problem in this environment.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Scalability and Flexibility requirements are highly desired in
product line industries which need to adapt and to scale
according to the market. Both requirements can be addressed
using multi-agent and wireless communication allowing the
industry to reduce costs optimizing and customizing the
product line manufacturing enabling the production of a
largest number of different products.
In this paper timing properties are assessed in order to
evaluate the suitability of the combination of the multi-agent
approach with mobile agents running on top of a wireless
network infrastructure. Two different experiments were
performed, the first one to evaluate the agent migration itself
and the second one to evaluate the distributed control over a
wireless link. The results indicate the applicability of the
proposed ideas, despite the degradation in the performance of
the distributed control.
A clear direction for future works in this area is the proposal
of new wireless communication protocols to enable jitter
reduction, a sensitive variable to critical control systems. In
this context, TDMA based data link layer algorithms must be
considered, as they are able to cope with jitter. Other
advanced multi-agents techniques can also be explored, such
as agent cloning. Models exploring this technique can also be
mentioned as possible directions for future works.
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